NEWS FLASH
Chef Osama to be Coco Moka Cafe Menu Development
Consultant for its Middle East Operations
MEETING: Osama El
Sayid and Coco Moka
Cafe CEO Michael
Rosenberg on the set of
Chef Osama's TV show in
Dubai.

Chef Osama El Sayid, internationally renowned chef, syndicated food critic columnist, and celebrity
host of "Ma Osama Alyab" ("It's More Delicious with Osama"), the popular Middle East television
show aired live daily out of Dubai, UAE, has been designated as Coco Moka Cafe's consultant for
menu recipe development for its CMC brand development in the Middle East. In addition to its store
openings in Egypt, the company is planning expansion into the GCC countries, and as part of efforts
to maximize successful launching of the CMC brand in the region, CEO Michael Rosenberg traveled
to Dubai to meet with Chef Osama to enlist his regional market expertise input.
Born and raised in Cairo, Egypt, Chef Osama graduated from the Hotel Technical Institute in Cairo,
and apprenticed with the El-Nile Hilton International Hotel. From there, he immigrated to
Washington D.C., landing his first chef’s position with the renowned Serbian Crown restaurant. While
in Washington, he was an executive chef for Ben Hiatt, head of Hiatt Management Group (now Coco
Moka Café’s head of food service operations) and honed his skills and understanding of continental
cuisines such as French, Russian, and Serbian. He has served dignitaries in the political and
diplomatic communities as well as numerous members of the foreign community. To augment his
culinary knowledge, he has studied at Cornell University’s School of Hotel Administration and at
L’Academie de Cuisine in Bethesda, MD.
Throughout this period, he worked as the Corporate Executive Chef for one of America’s largest
social caterers, Martin’s Caterers. During this time he also orchestrated banquet presentations for
former US President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore. Mr. Al Sayid is a culinary consultant for
PepsiCo, and has published three cookbooks, in both Arabic and English languages.
Coco Moka Cafe is excited to have Chef Osama join Mr. Hiatt as they work together to develop
additional menu offerings for CMC's unique brand in the Middle East.

Critic’s Review
Coco Moka Café
Leisure World Plaza
12/23/2010
Tara L.
When there is a mother-daughter team behind the counter, good things
happen. And by good things I'm talking attentive and gracious service,
lovely baked goods and rich, Belgian Hot Chocolate. (Which I think would
be an excellent name for a 2011 male models calendar, btw.) Plus, they
also offer a large variety of decadent and creative cold and hot beverages
to choose from, so you will have plenty of options year round. I can't help
but wish this place was a little closer to me. It's the perfect place to meet
someone for coffee or perch for a few hours to do work.There is a really
cozy fireplace in the center of the cafe and plenty of table real estate as
well. I probably won't make it out this way too much unless I'm planning on
kickin' it at Leisure World, but if you're in the neighborhood it's a great place
a quick snack or fill up with a soothing beverage.

Critic’s Review
Coco Moka Café
Leisure World Plaza
8/30/2010
Derryk A.
need to make a quick stop by my bank to make a deposit and here is
good enough as any but wait what is this?!? Signs that say "NOW OPEN"
"NEW" promising me delicious smoothies and ice coffee as well as hot
coffee and made with Starbucks’ newly bought cousin but no bitter after
taste, "Seattle's Best Coffee." Got to get me a chilly tasty smoothie. This is
a nice little cafe located smack dab in the middle of Leisure World Plaza
just watch out for all the people walking slowly while you only have eyes for
a frosty beverage... Inside the new and clean place is nicely spaced out for
a small cafe with plenty of cafe bistro chairs and tables to accommodate
your notebook computers with their free wifi. Cool jazzy music plays on the
ceiling speakers and in the case are sweet somethings to satisfy any sweet
tooth. They can grill up some nice and not too expensive paninis and
sandwiches, soups by the bowlful. Other things include salads and ice
cream. Go ahead order up coffee tea or latte they are quick and hassle free
you won't have to wait long for those who work there.
This is better than your typical Fivebucks Coffee. Their smoothies are cool
and delicious I'm coming back. People look out I'm faster than you so
please wait your turn after me! Hehehe!=D

